
Experience 

"Emerson," I asked 
"R ' alph Waldo, what in the hell 
happened to you when you wrote 
'Experience'? 
Did you go on a rambling walk 
and taste some green crab apples 
on a tree beside Walden Pond 
_or did you eat the woodchuck' 
Thoreau considered 
but, on second thought, 
left alone?" 

"No," he said, 
"I awoke and found myself 
on a stair, 
and there were stairs 
below, 
which I seem to have 
ascended, and stairs 
above, 
many a one 
going upward 
and out of sight. 

Elmer F. Suderman 
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Emerson and Thoreau In Our Age 
By MARIO L. D'AVANZO 

I was in California's Mendocino County some time ago 
and happened to be talking to people who called themselves 
"Inhabitants of Earth." Responsible to one another in a 
kind of communal life, they based their social relationship 
on the principle of generosity and love. The shelves of 
their bus held the works of Emerson and Thoreau, which I 
discovered had b·ecome their hornbook f e r living. The driver 
and apparent leader of this mobile earth commune regarded 
the essays Self Reliance, Nature, Civil Disobedience, and 
Walden as models of inspired instruction on which to base 
one's moral life. These writings are, of course, essential 
expressions of Transcendental individualism. I thought 
concord had resettled in Ronald Reagan's last frontier--a 
Walden cabin on wheels. Were these people practicing what 
Thoreau practiced and what Emerson preached? I was 
intrigued by this evidence of continuity with our intellect
ual past, the more so when I recalled a scene at a liberation 
march in Central Park that I had witnessed. There a scraggly 
bunch of young men and women were marching up the road from 
Sixth Avenue carrying a huge bannered picture of Henry David 
Thoreau on hi.gh. The words under his portrait read: 

If a man does not keep pace with his companions, 
perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. 
Let him .step to the music which he hears, however 
measured or far away.1 

They were . out marching to "do their own thing," 
advertising a brand of nineteenth-century individualism and 
self-trust and non-conformity that seemed to me more 
responsibly aware, or to use Thoreau's term "awake," in 
contrast to the moral torpor of general humanity (like 
Walden's frozen snakes) locked within the apartment ledges 
surrounding the park. These uncadenced Thoreauvians, more
over, seemed to me to be more intellectual than the blatant 
exhibitionists marching in the Gay Liberation contingent 
directly behind them. Here, I thought,was a tradition being 
reestablished--or revived: a transcendental phoenix arising 
out of the guano of New York City. I thought it might 
indicate a revival of the supposedly fossilized writings 
of our great nineteenth century Romantics, who found 
nothing sacred but the integrity of their own minds and the 
unimpe?ed flow of their own ideas on justice, truth, virtue, 
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